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PART ONE 
0. INTRODUCTION 
1. We study the orbits of subspaces F in finite-dimensional .s-hermitean 
vector spaces E under the action of the unitary group Lo(E). More precisely, 
we shall reduce the classification of pairs (I?, F) of spaces E 2 F to the 
classification of spaces (up to isometry). The case in which the charac- 
teristic of the base field is not 2 is classical and is taken care of by Witt’s 
theorem. The case of characteristic 2 on the contrary is settled for the first 
time here; it is plenteous in structure and it is made entirely perspicuous. 
We wish to stress the fact that the classical case appears naturally as a very 
special situation within the characteristic 2 setting. In fact, in the general 
setting the characteristic doesn’t even play any particular role. 
2. Consider then an antiautomorphism a H cl on the division ring k, of 
any characteristic, and an element E of the group { 5 E k 1 {e= 1 }. In this 
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paper we always consider the data (k, -, E) as being fixed throughout (cf. 
Remark 1.6). Let @: E x E + k be an s-hermitean form on the k-left vector 
space E, linear in the first argument and @(y, x) = E@(x, JJ); assume that @ 
is non-degenerate, i.e., EL = (0). All lengths @(x, x) of vectors XE E are 
elements of the additive subgroup S := { 4 E k 1 4 = EZ} of “symmetric” 
elements in k. Its subgroup T := { 5 + ET 1 5 E k} G S of “traces” occasions 
us to associate with each linear subspace XG E the subspace X* := 
{x E X 1 @(x, x) E T>. Th e importance of X* derives from the fact that each 
operation of O(E) leaves the subspace E*’ pointwise fixed (Corollary 1.5). 
In the classical situation (char(k) # 2) we have E*’ = (0) because S = T; in 
the general situation, particularly in the case of symmetric forms over com- 
mutative fields, the subspace E*’ obstructs cancellation of isometric sum- 
mands of E and it obstructs extension of partial isometries (cf. Examples in 
IV.3). It is thus inevitable to pay heed to the operator 
and we therefore put down 
3. DEFINITION. Let E be a finite-dimensional, non-degenerate hermitean 
space and F a linear subspace. The pair (E, F) is called decomposable if E 
is the orthogonal sum of finitely many non-zero subspaces E, ,..., E,, m > 2, 
such that E* =zy E* n E,, F= Cy Fn Ei. If this takes place we set 
F, := Fn Ej and write (E, F) = 17 (E,, F,). We shall say that two pairs are 
isometric, (E, F)? ($ F), if there is an isometry (k-vector space 
isomorphism that preserves forms) between E and E which maps the sub- 
spaces F, P onto each other. Any pair that is isometric to a pair 
(E,, F n E,) occurring in some decomposition of (E, F) is called an 
orthogonal summand of (E, F). 
4. In this paper we shall give a canonical description of all indecom- 
posable pairs (E, F) as follows. We prove that the class of all indecom- 
posable pairs (E, F) over fixed (k, -, E) with E non-degenerate splits into 
thirteen (fourteen if the trivial pair ((0), (0)) is included) equivalence 
classes of “isotypic” pairs. These classes correspond to the (subdirectly) 
irreducible lattices in a certain class of 2-generated modular polarity lat- 
tices. Each isotype class is made up of full isometry classes of pairs. The 
isotype attached to an indecomposable pair (E, F) is described by a 
diagram; this diagram is a crucial invariant of the pair since together with 
the isometry type E it forms a complete set of invariants for the isometry 
class of the pair but for one case where a further (independent) invariant 
has to be added and another case, where fi is needed instead of .!?. Section 
II.5 presents this information in a table. 
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5. A major result that flows from our classification is formulated in 
Theorem 111.3: it gives a complete set of fourteen invariants of a pair (E, F) 
modulo isometry; these invariants are essentially independent (a complete 
list of relations is appended). 
6. There are, of course, many applications to our classification. As an 
illustration we shall derive in a concise and uniform manner the Extension 
Theorem and the Congruence Theorem (H. Lenz, G. E. Wall, V. Pless, and 
W. Bani); the results on cancellation (R. Wagner) can be obtained in the 
same style. See Sections IV, X, and XI. 
7. We conclude this introduction with a remark on the style of the 
paper. Each of the authors has found a different proof for the existence of a 
decomposition 
t-5 F) = c (Et, F,) 
of an arbitrary pair into indecomposable pairs each of which has one of the 
thirteen isotypes mentioned above: There are relatively short proofs by 
direct calculation either in the hermitean space or in its associated polarity 
lattice. The version using polarity lattices works under the sole assumption 
of modularity and complementation, so that it is valid for regular rings of 
characteristic 2, also. Even substantial parts of the analysis carry through 
without complementation. Details shall appear elsewhere. The proof 
presented here makes use of the classification of vector spaces with a 
quadruple of subspaces; thereby we exploit an idea of Gabriel [Gal. 
Nevertheless, we stress that it is relations in the associated polarity lattice 
which make this reduction work. 
It seems that in finite dimensions the explicit structure of the associated 
polarity lattice does not have the import it has in the infinite-dimensional 
case. All the more clearly emerges here the role of lattice theory as a transfer 
principle. 
8. Contents. Part One of the paper contains hardly any proofs. Apart 
from the Introduction it consists of the following sections: 
I. The lattice pertaining naturally to the classification. 
II. Table of isotypic pairs and their lattices. 
III. Statement of the principal results: Existence and uniqueness of 
decompositions. 
IV. Extension of partial isometries, congruence, and cancellation. 
Part Two (Sections V-XII) give proofs that are not routine. Theorems 
from Section IV are not used in any of these proofs. Facts that are assumed 
to be known or are referred to frequently are compiled in Section VI. 
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I. THE LATTICE PERTAINING NATURALLY TO THE CLASSIFICATION 
1. In the following, if E is a vector space then (L?(E), +, n), or 9(E) 
for short, is the modular lattice of all linear subspaces in E. With a non- 
degenerate hermitean space E we may associate the polarity lattice y = 
(-CZ’( E), + , n, I ). To a pair (E, F), FE T(E), we attach the polarity sublat- 
tice V- = V,(F, E*) of 2 generated by the elements F, E*, E. The structure 
$‘” is stable under the operation * because X* = X A E*. Also, notice an 
evident but crucial property: Xn X’ c E* for every subspace X of E. This 
means, in particular, that for every term t(x, y) in the language of polarity 
lattices the relation (t n t’)(E, F*) G E* is satisfied in the lattice “&(F, E*). 
The most general such lattice is isomorphic to the modular polarity lattice 
$“(a, h) freely generated by a, h subject to the relations (t n t’)(a, b) 6 h; 
its cardinality is 13,080. 
2. DEFINITION. A pair (E, F) is called &typic if for any two orthogonal 
summands (E,, F,), (E2, F2), Ei # (0) (Definition 0.3) we have polarity 
lattice isomorphism %LL;,(F,, ET) g V&(F,, ET) that maps F,, ET onto F,, 
Ez, respectively. 
Since every orthogonal decomposition of the pair induces a subdirect 
decomposition of the associated polarity lattice (cf. Lemma 1.2 in [P]) a 
pair (E, F) is isotypic if $$(F, E*) is subdirectly irreducible. Our main 
result (III. I ) implies that the converse is true, too. 
3. EXAMPLE. Let E be m-dimensional, m > 2, and E* = (0). (Such 
spaces are called rigid [M, p. 1051 since O(E) = { 1): if there were an 
operation cp E 6(E) that moved some vector a then 0 #a - cpa E E*.) The 
pair (E, E) is, in infinitely many ways, a sum (E, E) = xi (H,, H,), 
dim H, = 1; no two orthogonal summands (E, , F, ), (E,, F,) of (E, E) with 
E, , E, c E are ever isometric unless E, and E, are the same subset of E 
(rigidity!). Yet (E, E) is isotypic as each orthogonal summand # ((0), (0)) 
has a polarity lattice 
-1 E,F 
-4 E*,FL’ 
4. The interval [E*, E] of the lattice -tr,(F, E*) plays an important 
arithmetic role which we now explain. The additive groups S and T (cf. 
Introduction) attached to our structure (k, -, E) are invariant under each 
automorphism cpj,: 5 + igX (AE~) of the group (k, +). Therefore the 
quotient group S/T can be turned into a k-vector space by the definition 
/?.(a+ T) :=;Irrx+ T (a E S). 
Henceforth we shall simply speak of the vector space S/T (“value space”) 
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attached to (k, -, E). If char k # 2 or if the center of k is not left pointwise 
fixed under the involution we have S= T so S/T is trivial in these cases. If 
dim S/T is non-zero and finite then it is a power of 2 [G3, pp. 372-3731. 
(Examples with prescribed dimension 2’ are listed in [G3, p. 373 (skew) 
and p. 87 (commutative)].) 
DEFINITION. Let (k, -, E) be fixed and @: E x E + k an .s-hermitean 
form. The k-vector space homomorphism E + S/T: x H I( x I( := @(x, x) + T 
is called the value map of @. If XE 2’(E) set 1(X/I := { (IxIJ I XEX}; the 
induced map Y(E) + di”(S/T): XH II XII is likewise called “value map of 
@.” Following Dieudonne we call A’ trace-valued iff (I XII = (0) (such spaces 
are sometimes called “even” and non-trace-valued spaces “odd”). 
EXAMPLE. As each non-degenerate s-hermitean space that is not alter- 
nate admits an orthogonal basis [G3, p. 651 we see that II El1 = (0) iff E is 
either an orthogonal sum of hyperbolic planes or else an orthogonal sum of 
straight lines k(a) with @(a, a)E i’j{O}. 
Notice that the value map Z(E) -+ Y(S/T) has the following properties: 




The role of the interval [E*, E] c V(F, E*) may conveniently be sum- 
med up by saying that 
XH II XI1 is a lattice monomorphism of [E*, E] into .Y(S/T). 
[E*, E] is a distributive sublattice of ^Y-(F, E*); it has 74 elements. See 
Remark 111.3. 
5. Pointwise Fixedness of E*’ under O(E). As an application of the 
foregoing paragraph we prove the 
LEMMA. Let E be a non-degenerate hermitean space and F, G subspaces 
with I( F/I n 1) F’ II = II G I/ n II G’ /I. An isometry cp: F-+ G maps the subspace 
(Fn F’) + (Fn E*l) onto the corresponding space (G n GI) + (G n E*l); 
further, if II FL /I = II Gl /I then cpz - z E G n G’ for all z E Fn E*l. 
Proof. Let I;,, G, be the full inverse images (relative to the value map) 
of 1) FJI n )I FL II in F and G, respectively. We have cpF, = G, as cp is an 
isometry. Now F,, = Fn (F’ + E*) (“ s ” because II F, II E II FL (I and ” 2 ” 
is trivial) and likewise G, = Gn (G’ + E*). Since cpF, = G, the space 
FnFk is mapped onto GnG,i. But FnFt=(FnFl)+(FnE*‘)), etc. 
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Let Ijt;‘ll=IIG’lJ and z~FnE*l (=GnE*’ by 4(iii)) and g=qf 
(f E F) be a typical vector of G. Since f - cpf E E* we have 0 = 
@(z, f- cpf) = @(cpz, cpf) - @(z, cpf) = @(cpz -z, g). Thus cpz -z E G’ and 
so cpz-ZEG~G’. 
COROLLARY. rf E is non-degenerate and F+ FL = E = G + CL with 
11 FL 11 = II CL 11 then Fn E*l = G n E*l and each isometry cp: F-P G leaves 
Fn E*’ pointwise fixed. In particular (F := E) the space E*’ is left 
pointwise fixed under any operation cp E O(E). 
6. Remark on Scaling. If @ is an &-hermitean form on the k-vector 
space E with respect to (k, -, F) then the right multiple @, := @p (PLED) is 
E,-hermitean with respect to (k, v, E,) where v([)=p-‘&, e, =E.(~~‘).P. 
The symmetric elements and traces are related by S, = Sp, T, = Tp; 
furthermore, the map (T + T -+ 0. p + T, is a k-vector space isomorphism 
S/T-+ S,/T,. Thus, the operators * and ’ on the lattice P(E) are not 
affected if the underlying form @J is replaced by a multiple (16. pu; in par- 
ticular, the lattice $$(F, E*) of a pair (E, F), FE Y(E), is an invariant 
attached to the similarity class of the structure (k, -, E). However, scaling 
forms in order to have to deal with special types only (symmetric, her- 
mitean,...) does not simplify matters in our classification problem. 
II. TABLE OF ISOTYPIC PAIRS AND THEIR LATTICES 
1. The first column in the table below gives a numbering of all isotypes 
for the purpose of reference. There is no strong intrinsic meaning in the 
numbering chosen. 
2. The second column gives the diagrams of all subdirectly irreducible 
polarity lattices V(F, E*). The universal bounds in the diagrams represent 
(by definition of Y”(F, E*)) invariably the null space and the entire 
space E. 
3. In the third column a normal form is given for the pair (E, F) of given 
isotype: the first row describes E, the second row specifies F. We have used 
the following notations: R @ R’ is an orthogonal sum of dim R = dim R’ 
hyperbolic planes; R and R’ are maximal totally isotropic subspaces of 
R @ R’. D @ C is an orthogonal sum of dim D = dim C metabolic planes 
(i.e., planes k(d) 0 k(c) g (f i) with y = @(c, c) E S\T) such that C is rigid, 
i.e., C* = (0); hence D is the unique maximal totally isotropic subspace of 
D @ C; B is a rigid space in the table and A is a trace-valued space. If 
(UJit I and (vi),, I are orthogonal bases of spaces U and V, respectively, 
then the span in lJ@ V of the family (ui + vi)ia, is ambiguously denoted by 
U A V; our considerations are not affected by this ambiguity. 
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4. In the fourth column we give invariants that have to be added to the 
diagram in column 2 in order to obtain a complete set of invariants for the 
pair (E, F). 2 is the isometry class of X and O(X) is the group of metric 
automorphisms of X. In all cases except for isotypes 12 and 13 this 
“arithmetic” invariant may be chosen to be 8. In case 12 we need P instead 
of &‘; in case 13, i? has to be supplemented by a “matrix” that can be picked 
arbitrarily from certain cosets. Case 13 does not arise for algebraically 
closed felds whereas all other twelve cases do. 
5. Table 
Number Diagram of 
of isotype 
isotype 9^(F, E*) Normal form for E and F 
Complete set of 
invariants for a pair 

























k? (determined by dim E) 
.k (determined by 11 El1 ) 
B (determined by 11 EII ) 
(ROR’)O’(D@C) 
R@(R’dC) 
I? (determined by /I E/I ) 
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Table-Continued 
Number Diagram of 
of isotype 
isotype V(F, E*) Normal form for E and F 
Complete set of 
invariants for a pair 




E= R @ R’ (alternate 
case) or else orthogonal sum 
,PL F of lines k(a) with I? 




,!? (determined by the 










i? (determined by the 




! E’ F’ 
E’L F’ 
11 
i E* F 
B 
B 
I? (determined by the 
bijective value map 
E --t II E II ) 
E (determined by the 
bijective value map 
E-t IIEII) 







Y(E E*) Normal form for E and F 
Complete set of 
invariants for a pair 
(E, F) of given isotype 
12 F F’ D@C 
C 
k (i? is determined 
by IIFII; 
g does not lix P) 
14 F F’ l E*E*l 
A@lB 
AAB 
I? and an element of 
the factor set 
GL,(k)/Lo(E*) (r := dim I?*). 
The orbits of pairs 
(E, F) with E fixed 
are in l-l correspondence 
with the elements 
of the factor set 
indicated. 
E=F=(O) 
6. Remarks Concerning the Table. From the fourth column we see that 
the classification of pairs (E, F) up to isometry is reduced to the 
classification up to isometry of spaces in the cases of numbers 6 and 8, i.e., 
in the classical situation where E = E* and a classical problem of linear 
algebra where E = E* in case 13. 
In the case of symmetric bilinear forms the rigid spaces E*l in 7, 9, 10, 
and 11 may equally be characterized by the Clifford determinant d(E*‘) in 
lieu of the value map E*l--) 11 E*’ 11 [Mi, p. 691. 
It is remarkable that already in the case of “perfect” fields, dim S/T= 1, 
all isotypes do occur [G2, p. 661; in type 13 the field is skew if perfect. 
For pairs of the same isotype (excluding 13) and dimension there is a 
linear isomorphism matching the four distinguished subspaces. Indeed, as 
vector spaces with a quadruple of subspaces they arise from any minimal 
dimension as direct powers. 
The orthogonally indecomposable pairs have dimension equal to the 
length of the lattice except in isotypes 6, 8, and 13. For 6 and 8 the dimen- 
sion is 1 or 2. In isotype 13 there are indecomposables of arbitrary dimen- 
sion containing arbitrary numbers of linear indecomposables. The proof 
that there are no other indecomposables is given in Section V. All other 
assertions made by the table are routinely verified (make use of Sec- 
tion VI); no proofs will be written out. 
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III. STATEMENT OF THE PRINCIPAL RESULTS: 
EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF DECOMPOSITIONS 
1. E is a finite-dimensional non-degenerate s-hermitean space and F, F,... 
are linear subspaces. Our main result is 
THEOREM. Each pair (E, F) has a decomposition 
(S F)=x (E;, F,), zc_ { 1, 2,..., 14) (1) 
with (E;, F,) of isotype i as given in Table 11.5. 
Sometimes it is convenient to formally extend summation in (1) over the 
entire interval [l, 141; we then interpret (Ei, Fi) with ie [l, 14]\Z as 
(E,,, F,,). The proof of the Theorem is given in Section V. 
2. LEMMA. The following isometry types read off from any decomposition 
(1) are invariants of the pair (E, F) and hence of the isometry class of the 
pair (E, F): pj, p: (j=7, 9, 12, 13), Z?, where ie (2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
131. 
The isometry classes Z?,, gX, &, g.5 are not invariants; they do depend 
on the decomposition (1). In order to give more precise information we 
shall introduce certain frequently occurring combinations of objects defined 
via ( 1). They are all invariants of the isometry class of the pair (E, F). Here 
is their list: 
II~Il+II~‘lI=O{I/~,I/ li~Zn{ 3,4,5,7,9,10,11,12,13}} 
II FII =0{llE,II liEIn{ 3, 5,7,9,10, 12,13) 1 
IIf’LII=O~llE,II li~Zn{ 4, 5, 739, 11, 12, 13)) 
/IFII~llF~ll=OilIE,II liEIn{ 5, 7,9, 12,13)} 
II E II =@{/~E,~~~i~Zn{l,3,4,5,7,9,10,11,12,13}) 
/IF*L~FII=O~lIE,/I li~Zn{ 7, 10, 12,13}} 
II F L*LnFL(I=@(IIEiII li~Zn{ 9, 11,12,13}} 
W, := II FII + II FL /I> W, :=(llFll n IIF’Il)+ /IF*‘nFIl 
W4:=(IlFllnllF111)+llF~*~nF~ll 
W, :=(IIFIInIIF~lI)n(llF*‘nFIJ+jlF~*inF~Il) 
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Y,:=IIE*~n(F~*+F)IInI)FllnIIF~II, Y,,:=jlE*LnFII 
Yg :=IIE*in((F*+F~)IIn/IFIInIIp’II, Y,, :=jlE*‘nF’II 
Y,* :=II(F+(E*~JE*‘))~(F~+(E*~E*~))~~ 
Y,, := 11 E*’ /I n I/F*’ n FII n II F’*’ n FL II (2) 
We have Y, = 11 Ei )I (i-7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13). 
3. THEOREM. A complete set of invariants for the pair (E, F) up to 
isometry is ,formed by the following collection of fourteen objects: 
(i) l?,, 8,, i?T, : isometry classes of arbitrary non-degenerate trace- 
valued spaces over (k, - , E); 
(ii) &I, ,??‘9*‘, J!?,~, I?,, , p,2, .!?:,‘I isometry classes of arbitrary rigid 
spaces over (k, - , E); 
(iii) dim E,; 
(iv) M,,: element of the factor set GL,(k)/O(E:,) where r := dim E&; 
(v) /I Eli, /I FII, /IFI 11: linear subspaces in the value space S/T. 
The complete list of relations among these invariants is made up by the 
following obvious ones: 
ci 1 the sum II E7*l II + II -GL II + II EKI II + /I EII II + II FL2 II + II E&l II is 
a direct sum; 
(jj) dim E, E 0 (mod 2), dim ET3 = dim E;E,’ ; 
ciii) II Gi II + II E,*’ II + II I=,, II + II ET? II c II FII n II FL II, II El0 II G 
IIFII c IIEll, II E,, II c II FL II E II Eli, II E,, II n II FL II = (01, II EI, II n 
II FII = (0). 
Thus (j ) and (jjj ) may conveniently be replaced by the diagram in Fig. 1. 
(0) 
FIG. 1. Y := 11 Ef’ II + II EdL /I + /IF,, /I + II E,:I 11. 











Remark. We explain how we can obtain, from the diagram in Fig. 1, a 
diagram for the lattice [E*, E] G VE(F, E*) (recall that the interval 
[E*, E] is mapped monomorphically into the lattice 9(S/r) under the 
value map): Replace the edge between (0) and Y by the distributive lattice 
24 generated by the atoms II ET1 11, 11 E,*lIl, /I F,, 11, II E&l !I thereby trans- 
forming the lowermost “cube” of the diagram in Fig. 1 into the lattice z 26 
in Fig. 2. The rest of the original diagram in Fig. 1 with its ten elements is 
left unchanged: we have II FIl n //FL 11 = Y@ 11 E, 11. Thus the interval 
[E*, E] G 9$.(F, E*) has 74 elements in general (cf. the definitions of Y, 
in (2). 
4. LEMMA. The spaces E,, E,, E,, E, in any decomposition (1) satisfy 
the following relations: II E, II 0 W, = II E I/> IIE,II 0 W, = IIFII, 
II E4 II 0 W4 = II FL II, I/ E, II 0 W, = II FII n II FL /I. Conversely, if we pick in 
S/T arbitrary linear supplements S,, S,, S4, S, of the invariant subspaces 
W,, f+‘,, W4, W5 in IIEII, IIFII, IIFLll, IIFII n IIFLll, respectiuely, then there 
exists a decomposition (1) of the pair (E, F) such that 
II Et II = S, (i’ 1, 3, 4, 5). (3) 
DEFINITION. The elements S,, S,, S,, S, E Y(S/T) described in the 
lemma are called value-complements of (E, F). Thus if (3) holds we say that 
( 1) is a decomposition with value complements S,, S3, S4, Sg. 
Remark. Assume that (3) holds for a decomposition (1). It would be 
erroneous to think that for arbitrary subspaces X, c E with II Xi II = Si there 
would exist a decomposition with X, c Ei (i= 1, 3, 4, 5). 
5. Uniqueness of Decomposition. We start with an obvious remark: If 
two pairs (E, F), (E, P) are isometric then there is an isometry that maps 
all spaces in V,,(F, E*) onto the corresponding elements of the lattice 
VE(~, E*). From this one may extract various sets of conditions that are 
necessary in order for two pairs to be isometric. Here our selection of such 
conditions is motivated by Lemma 111.4: 
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IIEII = Ilm 
II FII = II PII, )IF*LnFII = IlP%PII (4) 
II FL II = II FL II, 11 F’*l nF’Ij=I)~‘I*‘n~‘II. 
From (4) we obtain W, = fii, i= 1, 3, 4, 5 (cf. (2) for the definition of the 
W,) and thus by Lemmata III.2 and III.4 follows directly: 
THEOREM. (A) If (E, F) N ($ P) then (4) holds. Conversely, assume that 
(4) is satisfied. Then, if S,, S,, S4, S, are any value-complements for (E, F) 
they serve as value-complements 3, for (6 P) as well,-!?,-= Si (i = 1, 3,4, 5). 
(B) If(l) and (7) are decompositions for (E, F) and (E, F), respectively, and 
with value-complements Si = si, then 
(E, F) z (,?, P) o (E;, F,) N (B,, p,) (l<i<14). 
Remark. It is possible to give another version of uniqueness of our 
decomposition. It avoids the concept of value space in the formulation of 
the result as well as in its proof. It is, by necessity, more involved than the 
account given here. However, it allows for effective construction of 
isometries from decomposition (1). We shall not discuss it in this paper. 
IV. EXTENSION OF PARTIAL ISOMETRIES, CONGRUENCE, AND CANCELLATION 
As an example of how the decomposition theorem can be applied we 
treat in this section some classical questions. Our treatment rounds off the 
list of results and, more important, it replaces a variety of different and in 
cases rather cumbersome proofs by short and perspicuous arguments. We 
start off with 
1. EXTENSION THEOREM. Let F, F be subspaces in the non-degenerate 
hermitean space E. An isometry cp O : F -+ P can be extended to all of E iff 
FnE*l--FnE*’ - and ‘Pi 1 FnE * 1 = identity. (5) 
Remark. If S= T, hence in particular when char k # 2, we have 
E*’ = (0) so the requirement (5) is empty and the statement reduces to the 
classical Witt theorem. Also, it is very easy to formulate the Extension 
Theorem for degenerate spaces E. 
The history of the Extension Theorem is somewhat curious. G. E. Wall 
stated a very special result by requiring F, PC E* [Wa, Theorem 1.2.1, 
p. 93, yet he adduced a complete proof for the general result without being 
aware of it. V. Pless has reported on this fact in [Pl]. Independently, 
W. Blni discovered the same result (see [G3, p. 3821 for the story); in 
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contrast to N. Bourbaki, he noticed that the old Chevalley proof 
[Ch, Theorem 1.41, p. 161 adapts smoothly to the case of non-trace-valued 
forms [G3, pp. 381&383].’ 
2. CONGRUENCE THEOREM [ Pl, Theorem 21. Let F, F be subspaces in 
the non-degenerate hermitean space E. There exists an isometry cp: E -+ E 
with cpF=Ftjf FgFand 
Fn E*’ =Fn E*’ (i.e., 11 F’ 11 = I/ F’ (1 by 1.4(iii)). (6) 
In other words, a complete set of invariants for the orbit of a subspace FL E 
under the action of O(E) is made up by P and II F’ 11. 
From the Congruence Theorem and Decomposition Theorem III.1 one 
obtains the 
COROLLARY. Assume that the subspaces F and F are congruent, i.e., 
belong to the same orbit under O(E). Then each isometry cpO: F + F can be 
extended to all of E tf and only if we are in one of the following cases: (1) 
F@ F’ = E= F@F’, (2) Fn E*’ = (0) = Fn E*l, (3) the base field is Z, 
and (E,F)=C{(E,,F,)Ii=l,6,8} with E, =(l, 1) and FnF’= 
F, = F, the unique isotropic line in E,. 
3. On Cancellation. The following result [W, Theorem 23(i)] is a 
special case of the Congruence Theorem. 
CANCELLATION THEOREM. Let F@ F’ = E = F@ F’ und Fg F. Then the 
,following are equivalent: (1) F’zFl, (2) FnE*‘=p:E*l, (3) 
FL + E* = F” + E*, (4) I/F’ // = II F’ I/. 
By the Decomposition Theorem it is easy to see through the cases 
“where cancellation fails”: Since F n E*’ = F, + F,, in terms of ( 1) when F 
is non-degenerate we see that “cancellation fails” if and only if F r F and 
the following inequality on sets holds: 
F, OF,, d’, @,,. (7) 
We shall now give some typical examples. In the first two cases we have 
Fz P but no lattice isomorphism V(F, E*) E V(F, E*) and hence a for- 
tiori no cancellation. In the last two cases we have FZ F and also a lattice 
isomorphism V(F, E*) z V(F, E*) yet no cancellation because (7) holds. 
EXAMPLE 1. E:=k(e,) @l k(e,) o1 k(e,)= (cc, CI, cr), F:=k(e,), 
F:=k(e, fe, +e,). (E, F)=(E,, F,), (E,F)=(&, Fe,)+(E,O,F,,,), F=I? 
’ Nope added in proof: M. Kneser (in a letter to H. Gross dated September 8, 1985) kindly 
drew our attention to yet another source: The Extension Theorem is also proved in full 
generality in Hanfried Lenz, Grundlagen der Elementarmathematik, erste Auflage 1961, VEB 
Verlag der Wissenschaften, Berlin (Satz 7, p. 335). This material is not contained in later 
editions of Lenz’ book! 
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EXAMPLE 2. E:=k(e,) @‘k(e,) @‘k(e,) @‘k(e,)%(a, ~1, LX, LX), 
F:=k(e, +e,+e,,e,), F:=k(e,+e,, et +e,+e,). (E,F)=(E,,F,)+ 
(E,, F3), (E, P) = (&, &), Fzp. 
EXAMPLE 3. E:=k(e,) @‘k(e,) oL k(e,)g (a, CL, 8) with a,/I 
linearly independent in the value space S/T, F := k(r,), P := k(e, + e2 + e3). 
(6 F) = (Ed, Fd + (Em, F,,), (6 F) = (E,, &‘,, + (E,,, Pm), Fr i? F,, = 
F#F=F,, so (7) holds. 
EXAMPLE 4. E :=k(e,)O~k(ez)O~k(e,)O’k(e,)~ (z, CI, /3, p) with 
a, /I independent in S/T, F := k(e,, e,), F := k(e, + e3 + e4, ez). (E, F) := 
(E3,F~)+(Eq,F4),(E,F)=(E,F,)+(~~,~~),Fr~,FFj=F#F=F,so(7) 
holds. 
Remark. In view of (7) it is now possible, in principle, to invent can- 
cellation results at will: Just find conditions sufficient to rule out (7). The 
main results in [W, Theorem 2.3(ii), (iii)] give rather useful conditions 
that are sufficient for cancellation. Let E= F@ FL = G@G’ and Fr G. 
Then FL z G’ if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(j) FL or G1 is anisotropic, 
(jj) both F’ and Cl have the property (IV’) that every non-zero 
isotropic vector belongs to a hyperbolic plane. 
The proofs given in [W] can be shortened considerably by using the 
Decomposition Theorem in the style of Sections X and XI. Also, the two 
enigmatic assumptions on FL, G’ become perspicuous: From any decom- 
position (1) one reads off: (A) FL is anisotropic iff rad(Fl*) = (0); (B) FL 
has property ( IV) iff rad(F’*) = (0) and E, is anisotropic. Thus 
(jjj) FL is anisotropic oF’ has property (IV) and E, is anisotropic. 
In particular, for symmetric forms in characteristic 2 the two assumptions 
(j) and (jj) are identical since E, = (0) if anisotropic! A proof following the 
Decomposition Theorem also shows just why it suffices to postulate 
anisotropy for one among FL, Gl only. (Example 1 above shows, as poin- 
ted out in [W], that (IV) must be postulated for both FL and GI.) 
PART TWO: PROOFS 
V. PROOF OF THE DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 
1. To employ the classification of quadruples we need some terminology 
first. By a quadruple % we mean a k-vector space U together with four 
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linear subspaces U, , UZ, lJ3, U,. Its polar J&” is the dual space U of U 
together with the subspaces U;, UT, U;, U; where U: is the polar subspace 
1f.E 53 I f(U,) = w of u,. 
Subspaces A and B of U provide a (linear) decomposition of the 
quadruple 4? = (U; U,, U,, U,, U,) if and only if U = A @I B and U, = 
(U, A A) @ (U, n B) for all i. Then, A with the U, n A is a summand of +Y. 
Associating with a pair (E, F) the quadruple 6 = (E; F, FL, E*, E*l) we 
have that a linear decomposition A, B of d is an orthogonal decomposition 
of (I$ F) if and only if B = A I. Also, if A, B is a linear decomposition of B 
then so is A’, BL and the summand B’ is the polar of the summand A. 
Thus, following Gabriel [Gal we obtain an orthogonal decomposition A, 
A ’ of (E, F) if we choose a set C of isomorphism types of indecomposable 
summands of 6, closed under polarity, and a maximal summand A built up 
from summands whose types are in C. This can be proved by applying the 
KrullLRemakkSchmidt Exchange Theorem to conclude A = B’ and 
A’=B. 
Consequently, for every indecomposable pair (E, F) there are an 
indecomposable quadruple #, a multiplicity m, and linear quadruple 
isomorphism 
A z tnJ# and 
or 
R E m(% @ %“). (9) 
Compare Bani [B] and Quebbemann, Scharlau, and Schulte [Q] for the 
case of characteristic # 2. 
2. The classification of indecomposable quadruples has been established 
by uncountably many authors beginning with Kronecker at various levels 
of generality. For our purpose the following information will suffice. 
Any indecomposable quadruple is (up to isomorphism) of one of the 
following types (see Brenner [Br2, pp. 59775991): 
operator quadruple: U = U, @ U, for all i # ,j (10) 
uniserial, zero defect, and self-polar (11) 
dimUeven:U=.fQ!gQ,U, =fQ,U,=gQ,U,=(f+s)Q, 
u,=(f+g(j+l))Q 
dim Uodd: U=fQ@gQ@hX, U, =(f +g)Q, U, =gQ@hX, 
u,=fQ@hX u,=(.f+g(j+l)+h)Q 
or any permutation thereof. Here, Q and X are k-vector spaces, dim X= 1, 
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f and g monomorphisms of Q into U, h a monomorphism of X into CJ, j an 
indecomposable nilpotent endomorphism of Q, 1 the identity map, and b a 
homomorphism of Q into U such that b(ker j) = AX. Moreover, the per- 
mutations (cycles) (12) and (34) (14) and (23), respectively, are induced 
by quadruple isomorphisms. 
negative defect, preprojective: 
U, n U, = (0) for all i # ,j; dim U > 2 implies Uj # (0) for all i, 
dim U= 2 implies U, = (0) for an i and dim U, = 1 for all j # i, 
dimU=l implies U,=Uforaniand Ui=(0)forallj#i (12) 
positive defect, preinjective: dual of (12). (13) 
Moreover, if ~2 is of type (12) then there is a lattice term q(x, y, z, w)- 
namely a perfect one in the sense of Gelfand and Ponomarev [GP]-such 
that 
dJ&) = (0) and q(W) = ii (14) 
where q(J&) means q( U,, U,, U,, U,) evaluated in the subspace lattice of 
U. Such terms can be defined inductively: q” = 1, and q”‘+ ’ = ((x n qm) + 
(y n 4’“)) n ((z n q”‘) + (w n 4”‘)). 
Then. q’“(%) = (0) if and only if def % = -1 and dim U<m or 
def J& = -2 and dim U d 2m - 1. Indeed, using Brenner’s list one has that 
q’(%) with U, n q’(%) is again an indecomposable quadruple of the same 
defect and one can apply induction. 
3. For a lattice term t(x, I’, z, W) define its polar t” as t”(y, x, w, z) where 
f” is the term dual to t. Then, for the quadruple B associated with the pair 
(E, F) we have t”(a) = t(g)’ whence by I.1 
r(8) n t”(8) G E* and t(&) + t”(8) 2 E*l. (15) 
Observe that the lattice $ ,(F, E*) is isomorphic to the sublattice LY(@) of 
.Y( U) generated by U,, U,, U,, U, in case (8) and a subdirect product of 
.Y(%) and Y(%“) in case (9). Thus, (15) provides relations for the 
quadruples % and 02” involved in 1. Using these we can single out the 
pairs listed in Section II. For case (9) with @ $ a” this is done easily: we 
may assume that @ is of type (12) and choose t = q as in (14). Then we 
have 
q(6) = rn(qt”i) 0 q(W)) = m((0) + 0) = m(q”(%)@q”(W)) = q”(6). 
By (15) it follows E*L z E* whence U, c U, and U4 = (0). This leaves 
dimensions 1 and 2, only, and the isotypes 1 to 5. For 42 of type (10) we 
have isotype 13. 
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4. Now, consider q of type (11) and the self-polar case (8). The dimen- 
sions up to three are worked through, easily, yielding isotypes 6 to 12. 
Excluding these we have by Brenner [Brl, Lemma 21 
u, l-l u, c u, + u, and uinu,nu,=o 
for any listing of the index set { 1, 2, 3, 4). Having 
by (1.5) we derive F’nE*l- c E* and FL n E*’ = 0. Similarly, we get 
F n E*l = F n FL = 0. This leaves us to deal with the quadruples as listed 
in (11 )-the remaining cases follow by interchanging F and FL. Let 
t(.u, I’, z, bv) = (x n (y + (zn M’))) + (y n (x + (2 n w))). 
For even dimension one has, evidently, 
ftJ& 1 =.f’(ker .A 0 g(ker j) and t”(@) = f’(im j)@ g(im j), 
dually. Since j is an indecomposable nilpotent endomorphism of the vector 
space Q of dimension at least two the kernel of j must be contained in the 
image of j. This implies t(@)c t”(e) and, by (15), the obvious contradic- 
tion t(@) E U,. For odd dimension one has, similarly, by interchanging y 
and II’ in t, 
t(q) = (f + g)(ker j) 0 b(ker j), 
t”(42) = (f‘ + g)(im j) @ b(im j) 
and t(%) = f(@) n t”(e) c U,, a contradiction. 
VI. BASIC FACTS ON HERMITEAN FORMS 
THAT ARE PRESUPPOSED IN PROOFS 
1. Each non-degenerate s-hermitean space (E, @) of finite dimension 
admits certain well known canonical decompositions [D, p. 611. It is 
appropriate, in this connection, to use terminology from Table II.5 in order 
to formulate them. They are as follows (F := (0)): 
E= E, O1 E, @I1 E,, = E, 0’ (D,@C,) @l E,, 
E* =E6@ D, (16) 
E*l = 04 BE,,. 
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It is not difficult to establish, in a straightforward manner, that E is deter- 
mined up to isometry by the three invariants (see, e.g., [Wa, Lemma 3.4.2; 
Gl, Theorem 21): 
11 E/I (value set in S/T), i?*, i*’ (isometry classes). (17) 
The elementary proof makes use of certain particularly simple transfor- 
mations of canonical bases. As these are very useful for practical work we 
set them down in full (Terminology: k(r, r’) z (z A), k(d, c) z (I: :) are 
hyperbolic and metabolic planes, respectively, k(e) is a straight line with 
@(e, e) E T\(O); see II.3 for further conventions): 
(i) k(r, r’) 0’ k(d, c) 
=k(r, r’-&EC d) @‘k(d, ctc+r); UEk 
k(e) 0 L Wd, c) 
(ii) k(d, c) O1 k(h) 
=k(d, ctc+h) oL k(h-/A-’ d); aJ:=@(h,h)Ek 
(iii) k(r, v’) O1 k(d, c) 
=k(ar+d, r’) @l k(d, C-EL? ‘Er’); rei 
k(e) 0’ k(d, c) 
=k(ae+d) CD1 k(d, c-pe), I* :=Qi ‘F@(e, e) ‘E 
(iv) k(d c) O1 k(h) 
=k(d, C-&ccc ‘/I ‘h) o1 k(crh+d); ci, p := @(h, !I)& 
(v) Qd,, Cl) o1 46, c2) 
=k(dl,c’+Ed,)@~k(d,,c2-dl) 
(vi) k(d,, cl) 0’ 4d2, c2) 
=k(d,, c, +c,) O1 k( -d, +d2, 92 d, +c,). 
We use (i) to change C4 mod E,, (ii) to change C4 mod El,, (iii) to change 
E, mod D,, (iv) to change E,, mod D,, and (v) to change C, mod D,. 
Incidentally, in order to see completeness of ( 17) only (ii) and (vi) are used. 
Further direct corollaries of these transformations are: 
(vii) If the subspace X of E has Xc E* and Xn E*l = (0) then 
there is a decomposition (16) with Xc E,. 
(viii) If the subspace Y of E has Yc E*’ and Y n E* = (0) then 
there is a decomposition (16) with Yc E,, . 
(ix) If 2 is a subspace of E with Zn (E* + E*‘) = (0) then there is 
a decomposition (16) with Z c C,. 
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Another immediate consequence of (ii) and (vi) worthy of note is 
(x) (“adjusting the value set 11 C, /I in (16)“). If XC C, in (16) is 
fixed and S is any fixed complement of /I E*’ + XII in II E II then there is 
some other decomposition (16’) E = Ek @ (D, @ C,) @ E’,, with C& = 
X@ Y and I/ Y II = S. 
2. LEMMA. Let C, 2; G E he isometric .&spaces, Cr c, with C n 
(E*+E*l)=(0)=(?n(E*+E*i). Then there exists DcE*nE*l such 
that D @ C is non-degenerate. Furthermore, for every D c E* n E*’ such 
that D@ C is non-degenerate there is an isometry cp: E -+ E with 
cp(D@C)=D@c. 
Proof By (ix) there is a decomposition (16) with Cc C, so that we can 
find a D c D, of the requisite shape (symplectic bases for D, @ C, !). There 
is therefore a decomposition 
E=E, @‘(D@C)@l(D’@C’)@’ E,,; 
D@D’=E*nE*‘, C@ C’= c,. (18) 
Since C=? we have ccC+E*; as CnE*=(O) we see that DOI? is 
non-degenerate provided D@ C is non-degenerate. Thus, we may again 
quote (ix) and obtain a decomposition 
By (x) we may furthermore adapt (19) such that // C” II = S := 11 C’ 11. The 
invariants (17) attached to the spaces D 0 C, D 0 c coincide, obviously, so 
D@CzD@~ (only lIC’Il=I~~ll IS needed for this, and not Cz 2;). By 
(18) and (19) we read off that the invariants (17) attached to (DO C)‘, 
(D @ c)’ coincide as well. Thus there is an isometry E + E of the required 
kind. 
3. LEMMA. Let X, RCI E he isometric subspaces with X, yc E* and 
XnE*i=gnE*i- - (0). Then there is cp E Co(E) with cpX= 2. 
Proof: By (vii) there are decompositions (16) E = E, O1 E, 0’ E,, , 
E=EkOIEi,@‘E;, withXcE,,~cEk.WehaveE,~~Ek,E,OE,,~ 
Ek + E’,, since the invariants (17) coincide. Thus, by Witt’s Theorem an 
isomorphism X g 2 can be extended to an isomorphism E, z E, and, join- 
ing it with an isomorphism E, BE,, g E& @ E’, , , we are done. 
4. Remark. Recall that a hermitean space X is called rigid if X* = (0). 
An isometry between rigid spaces is unique. From this we obtain a simple 
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instance of cancellation that is used systematically in a proof of 
Lemma 111.2: 
IfX@‘Y~X’@‘Y’andXzX’andX@Yisrigidthen YzY’. 
VII. PROOF OF LEMMA III.2 
Ad type 2: i$ is hyperbolic hence determined by dim E, = 
dim(Fn FL) - dim(Fn FL n E*l). 
Ad type 6: FL* = rad(Fl*) 0 E, so 8, is an invariant. 
Ad type 8: F* = rad(F*) @ E, so E’s is an invariant. 
Ad type 10: X:=FnE*‘= rad X@ E,, hence El0 is an invariant. 
Ad type 7: X := Fn FL*‘*’ = rad X O1 (F, O1 E,,) thus F, 0’ E,,, is 
determined up to isometry. Remark VI.4 now yields invariance of FT. 
Furthermore F, ?z ET’ and ET1 determines l?, and pf. 
Ad types 11 and 9: Replace in the two previous discussions the role of F 
by that of FL in order to obtain invariance of .@, , pi, &,,, fig. 
Ad type 13: X:= F*‘*‘*‘= rad X@ F, 0 FL0 0 F,,. By the previously 
discussed invariances we obtain invariance of F,, by repeated application 
of Remark VI.4 (because the sum complementing rad X is rigid). Y := 
F’nF ‘*I*’ *’ = rad Y 0 F,’ @ E,, 0 F:j yields invariance of a+,. As 
E,, = Fh @ F,, we have also invariance of l?,3 and hence of & and i?,*,’ 
used in Theorem 111.3. 
Ad type 12: X:= F*’ nF=radX@F,@F,,@F,,@F,,. We may 
again quote Remark VI.4 to obtain invariance of E,,. Again we have E,, = 
F,, 0 Ff, and F,, E Ff, so that 8,2 is an invariant also. 
VIII. PROOF OF LEMMA III.4 
That the relations indicated for 11 Ei 11 (i= 1, 3, 4, 5) are indeed satisfied 
can be read off from decomposition (1). The proof of the rest of the lemma 
goes by systematic use of the transformations VI.l(v), (iv). 
Case i = 1. We show how to replace a metabolic plane k(d, c) in E, by 
a plane k(d, AC + x), 0 # A E k and x E E, (2 < j< 13 arbitrarily fixed). To 
this end we replace the pair (E,, Fj) by the pair (El, F,) where 
E,‘:={e-@(e,x)X-‘d\e~E~} 
F; := {f- @(h x)x-’ d I f~ F,}. 
(20) 
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(E,!, F,!) is again of isotypej and another decomposition of the pair (E, F) is 
obtained by this change of a plane in E, . E’, is again of isotype 1. By a 
repetition of the procedure we may adapt II E, II as required. 
Case i= 3. Here we replace planes k(d, c) G E, by k(d, AC + x), 
O#AEk, xgEj (j=5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13). E,, F, are replaced by El, F,‘as in 
(20). 
Case i= 4. This is treated as Case “i= 3” but with roles of F, FL 
interchanged. 
Case i=5. We have E, = F5 OF:; let F,=D@C, F:=D’@C’ be 
metabolic decompositions. Fix some symplectic basis (di, c~)!~, in DO C. 
The procedure is to replace one hyperbolic plane k(d, c) in F, at a time by 
k(d, Ac+x), XEF~~E/, where jE(7, 9, 12, 13). Since F, +E*=F$+E* 
(i.e., 11 F, II = )I Fill) there is a corresponding plane k(d’, c’) c Ft n E, with 
jl c’ I/ = II c /I (use a corresponding symplectic basis (d,, c;),~, with 
/I c: Ij = I/ ci II for all ie I in D’O C’). This plane k(d’, c’) has to be replaced, 
in the same step, by k(d’, AC’ + x’) where x’ E Ff n E, satisfies /I x’ II = II x 11. 
The latter condition can be met because /I x (I E II FII n I/ FL /I by assumption. 
We have E, = F, @ Ff (j= 7, 9, 12, 13). The rigid summands F,, Ff are 
replaced by the spaces F,‘:= {z-@(z, x)Ip’dl ZEF~}, F,l’:= {z- 
@(z, x’)x- ’ d 1 z E F,! }. The space E; := F; @ FI’ is again of isotype j. The 
procedure yields a new decomposition of the pair (E, F): We now have 
another summand (E,, F,) of isotype 5 with varied /I E, 11. By a repetition 
of the steps we may change 11 E, /I moddo II E, II + II E, II + II E,, II + II E,, II 
any way we like. 
IX. PROOF OF THEOREM III.3 
1. The objects listed in the theorem are invariants. M,, is given by a 
representative (aEj)~GL,(k) as follows. Fix bases (ei)jGJ, (ei),,, of Ef3, 
EFxL, respectively. Then F,, has a unique basis of the kind 
fi:=c a,,e, + el. (21) 
Since ET3 is an invariant subspace under each q E O(E) and since E&l is 
left pointwise fixed under each (PE 0(E) it is clear that the cosets of 
GL,(k)/O(ET,) are in oneeone correspondence with the isometry classes of 
(E, F), E fixed. The remaining invariances are by Lemma 111.2. 
2. The relations listed are obvious. 
3. Let (E, F) and (E’, F) be pairs with equal invariants. By Lemma III.4 
we can choose a decomposition of (E, F) that has 11 E, II = Si := II El /I for 
i= 1, 3, 4, 5 and some previously fixed decomposition of (E’, 6”). We then 
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have (Ei, F,) z (E:, F:), i = 1, 3, 4, 5. Hence (Ei, F;) g (El, E’:) for all i by 
Lemma 111.2. Hence (E, F) z (E’, F) by joining isometries of the sum- 
mands. 
4. It remains to show that the relations listed are all relations. Let A,, 
A,, A,, be arbitrary non-degenerate trace-valued spaces; let B,, B,, B,,, 
B,,> B,,, B,, be arbitrary rigid spaces (all spaces for Jxed (k, - , E)). Let 
furthermore e, E N, ME GL,(k), r := dim B,,, and, finally, G, H, K sub- 
spaces in the k-vector space S/T. Assume that the following relations are 
satisfied: (j) The sum of the 11 B, 11 is a direct sum in S/T; (jj) e, ~0 
(mod 21, dim A,, = dim B,,; (iii) II 4 I/ + II 4 II + II B,, II + II B,, II c 
ffn KG G, II B,, II c H, II B,, II = K II B,, II n K= (01, II B,, II n H= (0). We 
shall now define pairs (E,, F,) where 1 < i < 13. 
E, := orthogonal sum of se, hyperbolic planes; F, is some fixed maximal 
totally isotropic subspace in E,. 
t-b,, Fe) := (AC,, (0)). 
(Es> F8) := (AR, A,). 
E, := B, O’(@,‘,, k(r,, vi)), card J=dim B,, and k(ri, rl) hyperbolic 
planes; F, := CJ k(r,! + h,), (h,)J some orthogonal basis of B,. 
E, := B, @‘(@ ,lEJ k(r,, r()), card J= dim B,, and k(ri, ri) hyperbolic 
planes; F9 := CJ (k(r,) + k(rj + b;)), (b;), an orthogonal basis of B,. 
(Em, F,,) := (B,,, B,,). 
(El,, E,,):=(B,,> (0)). 
E,, := 00 B,, = BIEJ k(d,, hi), k(d,, h,) metabolic planes, and (bi),,J 
some orthogonal basis of B,z; F,, := B,,. 
E,, := A,, O1 B,,. Pick some bases (a,),, (b,)J of A,,, B,, respectively 
and F,, := CJ k(f,) where.6 := Cj “,;a, + hi. 
It is routine to verify that the pairs (E;, F,) defined here for i = 2, 6, 7, 9, 
10, 11, 12, 13 are of isotype i. Define furthermore subspaces in S/T as 
follows (cf. (2)): 
W, :=H+K, W, := (Hn K) + I/ B,, II 
W4 :=(HnK)+ IIB,, II 
W, := II B, II + II 4 II + II B,, II + II BI, II. 
Pick any subspaces Si c S/T such that S, @ W, = G, S, @ W, = H, 
S, 0 W, = K, S, @ W, = H n K. Define metabolic spaces 
E, := D, @C, with // C, II = S; (i= 1, 3,4); F, := D1, F3 := E3, F4 := (0). 
E, := @$ (k(r,, r:)@ L k(d;, ci)), card J=dim S5, k(r,, ri) hyperbolic 
and k(d,, c,) metabolic planes with 1) CJ k(ci) 11 = S,; F, := CJ k(ri, r: + ci). 
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It is easy to see that the pairs (Ei, Fi) (i= 1, 3, 4, 5) are of isotype i. Let 
E .= @ i31Ei (external orthogonal sum) and F := C;3Fi. Hence F, = Ei n F. 
Furthermore, it follows from the construction that I/ Ej 11 = 11 Bi II (i = 7, 9, 
10, 11, 12, 13), IlE, I( =S, (j= 1, 3, 4, 5). By the assumptions (j) and (jjj) 
on II Bj 11, G, H, K, and the choice of the S, (j= 1, 3, 4, 5) it follows that the 
sum of all spaces I/ Ej 11 (1 < i 6 13) is a direct sum in S/T. Therefore E* = 
C;’ (E, n E*). Thus we have a decomposition of (E, F): (E, F) = 
Cl’ (E,, F,). If we compute, from this decomposition, the invariants of 
Theorem III.3 then we find E, = A,, E, = A,, ET3 =A,,, ET’= B,, 
E,*l= B,, E,, = B,,, E,, = B,,, F,, = B,,, Ef3’ = B,,; dim E, =e,; 
M,, = M, II El/ = G, II Fll = K II F’ II = K. 
Hence there exists, for each set of objects satisfying the relations, a pair 
(E, F) with these objects as the invariants attached to (E, F). 
X. PROOF OF THE EXTENSION THEOREM IV.1 
1. By Corollary I.5 condition (5) is clearly necessary for an extension of 
cp,,: F + F to exist. So we now assume (5). This enables us in a first step, to 
extend cpO to cp,: F+ E*l +F+E*’ simply by setting ‘p, 1 E*‘=id. We 
see that it suffices to prove the Extension Theorem in the special case 
E*‘cF, E*iCF. !22) 
Therefore, if we consider decompositions ( 1) for (E, F), (E, F), 
(E> F)= 1 (Et, f’i), (6 PI= 1 @‘i> F,‘,, (23) 
itl ,si 
we have Zu 7~ { 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, lo}. Our aim is to chop off the pairs of 
isotypes 10, 3. 1 (in this order of succession). 
2. Since 11 FIl = IlFII we have (1.4(iii)) F’ n E*’ =F’n E*‘; hence by 
(5), F,=FnF’nE*‘=Fnp’nE*‘. Let D, be a fixed complement of 
F, in E*l* and A,, a fixed complement of E* I* in E*‘. We have E = 
Alo@Afo and F=A,,@FnAf,, F=A,,@FnAf,,. As ‘pO 1 A,,=id we 
have cpo(Fn A:,) = Fn A:,. In other words, without loss of generality 
E*l c E* so luk{1,2,3,6,8}. 
3. Let C, be a supplement of D$ n F in F. The pairs (D, @C,, 
D, 0 C,), (D, 0 (p0C3, D, 0 (p0C3) are isometric, orthogonal summands 
of (E, F), (E, F), respectively, and they may be cancelled by virtue of 
Lemma VI.2: without loss of generality 3 $ Zu z 
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4. At this stage we have F, = Fn E*l = F, . Let F, be a supplement of 
F, in Fn Et: Because F, n (p,,F,, = (0) there is a supplement C’, of Ff in E 
with C; Icp,F. Chopping off the pairs (E,, F,) and (F, @ C;, F,) brings us 
into the situation where (23) has 1u I”c (2, 6, S}, i.e., E= E* and cp,, 
extends by Witt’s Theorem. 
XI. PROOF OF THE CONGRUENCE THEOREM IV.2 
1. We assume that the condition 
FSF and FnE*l=FnE*' (24) 
holds; by Corollary 1.5, (24) is clearly necessary for F and p to lie in the 
same orbit under O(E). We reduce our problem to the situation where, in 
addition to (24) we shall have 
Fn FL=(0)=FnnFI. (25) 
By (25) we shall be in the position to quote Corollary 1.5: each isometry 
F+ P satisfies the assumptions in the Extension Theorem and may 
therefore be extended to all of E. 
2. From (24) we have II FIl = l/PI1 so FL n E*' = F’ n E*l and hence 
D,:=FnFLnE*'=FnFLnE . *l If C, is any complement of Df in E 
then the pair (0, 0 C, , D ,) is an orthogonal summand in both (E, F) and 
(E, F); F= D, @Fn (0, @C,)‘, P= D, @Fn (0, @C,)‘. Thus without 
loss of generality D, = (0) in addition to (24), i.e., 
(FnF')nE*'=(O)=(FnF')nE*'. (26) 
Set R := Fn F' and K := Fn P’. By (26) there are hyperbolic spaces 
H:=R@R', R := i? 0 i?’ c E; hence the pairs (H, R), (ff, 8) are 
orthogonal summands of (E, F), (E, F), respectively. As dim R = dim i? by 
(24) these two summands are isometric and they may be cancelled by 
virtue of Lemma VI.3. We now have (25). 
XII. PROOF OF COROLLARY IV.2 
Assume that (E, F) z (E, F). To say that each isometry F -+ P can be 
extended to E is equivalent to saying that each isometric automorphism 
‘pO: F + F can be extended to all of E. Thus, let us assume that ‘p,, admits 
an extension to E. We shall base our reasonings on a decomposition (1). 
By the Extension Theorem each ‘pO must be the identity on Fn E*l. 
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Hence, if F, = Fn FL n E*’ # (0) we must have k = L, and E, , F, , P, as 
specified by the corollary (in order to exclude maps cpO with ‘pO 1 F, = Al, 
i # 1, etc.). In particular dim S/T= 1 so that (E, F) has summands of 
isotypes 1, 2, 6, 8 only (cf. the relations in Lemma III.4 and Theorem 111.3). 
Yet we have E, = (0) for otherwise there are ‘pO with qoF, c (F, + F2)\Fl, 
contradicting the Extension Theorem. We have proved that “F, # (0)” 
implies that we are in Case (3) of the Corollary. 
We are left with the possibility F, = (0) = F,. So F$ # (0) or F,, # (0) 
(or else we are in Case (2) of the Corollary). If we had F, # (0) we could 
define cpO with cp,,F, c (Ff + F,)\FT or cpoF,, c (F,, + F,)\F,,. Hence 
F, = (0) and we are in Case (1) of the Corollary. 
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